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INSTALLATION OF BLUE PERFORMANCE COCKPIT BAGS

1 Choose the right location on board

Blue Performance cockpit and bulkhead bags are clipped on to small white hooks screwed into the boat. 
Bags can be removed easily for stowage.

2 Using the drill pattern supplied drill four 3mm
holes in the boat for each corner position.

3 Screw the small white Blue Performance hooks in 
place, using the countersunk screws provided.

4 Place upper loops on upper hooks.

5 The back of each product has loops in each corner. 
Hang the top two cord loops over the hooks and stretch 
the two bottom elastic loops over the lower hooks.

6 The elastic loops hold the bag securely in place and 
are tagged to assist clipping them on and off.
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HOW TO SET UP YOUR BLUE PERFORMANCE SUNSHADE

1 Unpack the sunshade and batten sections.

Blue Performance Sunshades can be supended from a halyard anywhere you like on a yacht. 

2 Assemble both battens.

3 Guide the battens through loops and seat in each cor-
ner. Make sure the battens are crossed.

4 Tension the batten and force the tip in the corner 
pocket.

5 Suspend the sunshade from its centre ring with a 
halyard.

6 Fix its position using the corner cords attached to the 
railing.
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HOW TO INSTALL YOUR BLUE PERFORMANCE SAILCOVER

1 Place the cover over the mainsail.

The Blue Performance Sailcover protects your mainsail from the sun and sea.

2 Pull the zipper together and close.

3 Fix the cover around the mast with the Velcro straps. 
Fasten with the buckle.

4 Define cover length to fit your boom with the separate 
flap at the rear. Adjust double layer of the flap and fix it 
with Velcro.

5 Attach the rear end of the cover with cord to the end 
of the boom.

6 Fasten the cover around the sail with the buckles.
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HOW TO INSTALL YOUR BLUE PERFORMANCE BUNKNET

1 Remove the mattress.

Blue Performance bunknet keeps you from rolling out of bed in rough weather.

2 Place the bunknet with silver side up. Check if final 
height of the bunknet is ok.

3 Choose a hole in the webbing closest to the front edge 
of the seat. Fix 5 x screw throught the webbing.

4 Cut the remainder of the webbing in between the 
stitching and dispose.

5 Make a connection from a fixed point on the boat 
to the D-rings fitted on the ends of the bunknet.

6 Stow away underneath the mattress when not used.




